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Abstract: To irrigate lawn remotely and more smartly, and to solve the problems in the traditional 
manual sprinkler of lawn, a smart sprinkler system of turf grass has been developed. The smart 
sprinkler control system was created by researching the characters of lawn, such as water demand, 
heat resistance and diseases law. And the embedded control system can apply the strategy to irrigate 
intelligently. Tying the urban lawn features, the system was based on the Internet of things, which 
simplify the user’s control and management. Finally, the experimental results show that the system 
has the advantages of good effect, low cost, high reliability, easy maintenance, etc. and it will meet 
the demand of energy saving and environmental protection. 

Introduction  
Lawn is an important part of urban landscape green. Reasonable maintenance of lawn will save 

lots of water resource and keep it green for a long time. Now, most of the lawns are irrigated 
artificially, [1] and when irrigating, much water were wasted, so, developing a water-saving and 
automatic irrigation system is imperative[2].  

We researched the characters of lawn, such as water demand, heat resistance and diseases law, 
according these laws, design a smart irrigation strategy. In lawn, there is usually less wire and 
enough sunshine, [3] so we decide to use solar energy to provide energy for our system. 

Overall framework 
To meet energy-saving and emission-reduction, smart control, information-based management, 

easy maintenance and low cost requirement, the system researched 3 key technologies mainly. 
The first key technology is irrigation strategy, we made the irrigation strategy by research the 

growth law of lawn[4], in this way, we can ensure there are enough water for the lawn growth and 
avoid unnecessary waste of water at the same time[5]. 

The second key technology is  how to supply energy for the irrigation system, in cities, lawn has 
large area, if we use electric as energy, it will be hard to lay electrical wires, in this system, we use 
solar energy and lithium battery as the energy source, in this way, the system could run 
independently and easy to maintenance. 

The third key technology is remote control, we adopted the Internet of things to compose all 
nodes to a complete system. 

Planning of irrigation strategy 
According the growth law of lawn and the external environment to plan the irrigation strategy 

will ensure there are enough water for the lawn growth and avoid unnecessary waste of water[6]. 
This research use Kentucky bluegrass as research object, study on their water demand, heat 
resistance and diseases law. [7] 
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Heat resistance of Kentucky bluegrass 
When the external environment temperature is high, the leaf of Kentucky bluegrass will be hurt, 

the permeability of leaf cells will be improved, salt and organic materials will ooze[8], the 
conductivity of tissue soaking solution will change also, so we can get the degree of injury through 
measuring conductivity.  

We got the leaf conductivity in different temperatures for 1 hour, it is shown in table 1. 
 Table 1  The leaf solution conductivity in different temperatures. 

Temperature/℃ Conductivity/% 
25 9.7 
35 24.5 
45 72.2 

 
As shown in table 1, with the increasing of temperature, the injury of leaf increased, too. So, in 

the hot summer, we should cool the lawn to ensure its normal growth. 

Water demand of Kentucky bluegrass 
Sufficient water supply can ensure the better quantity of lawn, but it is not the more the better, 

too much more water will restrain the growth of Kentucky bluegrass, Fig.1 shows the relationship 
between field water capacity and lawn quantity. 
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Fig. 1 variation of bluegrass appearance under different field water capacity conditions 

 
As shown in Fig.1, under conditions of 60%~80% field water capacity, Kentucky bluegrass 

growth healthy and the lawn quantity is best. 

 Irrigation strategy 
According to the research result above, the strategy of irrigation is: 
(1) If field water capacity lower than 60%, irrigating the lawn to keep field water capacity is 

between 60%~80% . 
(2) When the temperature is too high, irrigating the lawn to low the temperature, to keep the 

normal growth of Kentucky bluegrass. 
(3) All the irrigating actions are carried out in the daytime, to avoid pest. 
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Design of remote irrigation system 
Hardware design 

According to the irrigating strategy, the hardware of remote irrigation system is measuring  field 
water capacity and air temperature, pass the value to control centre of the system by wireless 
sensors, then the software system will decide the lawn need to be irrigated or not, if need, calculate 
the value of irrigation, and then open or close the solenoid valve, control irrigation. The hardware 
system structure frame is shown in Fig. 2. 

 
Fig. 2 Hardware block diagram of remote smart control system 

Software design 
The irrigation system software is composed of irrigation strategy and solar energy management. 

 Irrigation strategy algorithm design 
The field water capacity values that pass back by wireless sensors should be transformed to 

water quality of soil.  
Under the conditions that field water capacity is 60%~80%,  the water quality of soil is 

calculated by formula(1). 
MWater=(80%Fc-60%Fc)·ρwater·Vsoil                                                                                                  (1) 
In formula(1), MWater is the water quantity, Vsoil is the volume of soil, Fc is field water capacity, 

ρwater is the density of water. And then, the soil moisture content is: 
SWC=(Mwater /Msoil)·100％=(Mwater /(ρsoil·Vsoil))·100％                              (2) 
In formula(2), SWC is the soil moisture content, ρsoil is the density of dry soil. 

Solar energy management 
When the amount of electricity in lithium battery is lower than 20%, it should be recharged. 

Analysis of test result  
All the child nodes composed of the whole irrigation system, the user can keep watch on the 

work situations on the endpoints, the users also can control child nodes by the end points. The 
irrigations system adopted sprinkler irrigation method, the amount and uniformity of irrigation can 
be controlled,  so the water lose by surface runoff and deep permeability are both avoided, the 
utilization of water is improved. The smart remote control irrigation system will save about 53.1% 
water than before.   
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Conclusions 
Take Kentucky bluegrass and its lawn as the object of study, make a suitable smart irrigation 

strategy, and then develop a smart remote sprinkler system for lawn, the whole system use solar 
energy to supply energy, use Internet of things to connect and communicate child nodes. The smart 
and remote irrigation system has been optimised irrigation method, energy supply method and 
management method. The test result shows that the system we developed has many advantages such 
as energy-saving and emission-reduction, smart irrigation, remote control, save energy, easy for 
installing, lower price, etc. It provides a new smart thought for agriculture irrigation and urban 
green land maintenance.   

Appendix 

Fund Project: The task from the “The 13th Five-year” science and technology projects in Jilin 
Province Department of Education, [2016] Number 172nd. 
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